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CREATIVE RESOURCES GUIDE
INTRODUCTION
As we navigate the current landscape and its impact
on our communities, there are ways that we can all
be working together to offer our audiences a steady
stream of joy and inspiration during these difficult
times.
We hope to be a consistent source of helpful
information and creative solutions for you, especially
as we all face the challenges and limitations associated
with working in physical isolation.
So we are offering this Creative Resources Guide to
help you generate inspirational content now while
ensuring you are well-armed with promotional content
when the time comes to travel again.
Please feel free to reach out at any time with questions
or additional needs.
With LOVE,
Virginia Tourism
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PHOTO & VIDEO RESOURCES

You don’t need a high-end production crew to produce quality content; most smartphones
record 1080p video (some will even shoot 4K) and can shoot high resolution images. In
addition, there are a variety of programs and apps on your phone (many free or low-cost)
that you can use straight away without any production software.
Though the ability to capture new assets is limited right now, we have outlined below a
number of resources you can leverage from home to cultivate assets for creative content
moving forward.

EXISTING ASSETS
If you’re limited in terms of capturing new photo and video assets, look for ways you can
repurpose existing visual content with new messaging.
Always remember that the visual threshold for saturation in the market is higher than you
think. If there’s an image you think has been used too often, try to remember that just
because you see it regularly doesn’t mean your audience has.

STOCK RESOURCES
We strongly recommend you utilize original content whenever possible. Continuing to be
authentic during these times can only strengthen your relationship with your audience.
However, if you’re in a pinch - you can utilize some of these sites for royalty-free stock
assets for your content:
l

Pexels			

l

Coverr

l

Pixabay		

l

Videvo

USER - GENERATED CONTENT
User generated content (UGC) is not only cost-effective, it’s authentic! We regularly source
and share content from our social audiences and encourage you to do the same - just be
sure to secure permission from the original account before utilizing.
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PHOTO & VIDEO RESOURCES

NEW ASSETS
You may want to purchase UGC or other images for use beyond social
sharing.
Before purchasing, send an inquiry to the photographer to ask:

•

Does the photographer own the copyright?

•

Do they have the ability to sell you usage rights?

•

Resolution of photos or videos.

•

If the image includes an identifiable face, that individual needs
to sign a model release (model release example linked in VTC
resources below).

Use terms and conditions similar to your for-hire contracts. Examples
of terms & conditions can be found in the VTC Resources section
below. Be sure to include:

•

Medium policy - where you will use the resulting assets (web,
print, broadcast, etc.)

•

Timeframe of usage - “in perpetuity” is preferable

•

Ability to transfer usage rights to other industry partners - this
allows you to share assets with your local businesses, affiliated
organizations, and us!

VTC CREATIVE SERVICES
1. Photographer & Videographer Network
VTC has relationships with a variety of talented photographers and
videographers. Please contact us for recommendations.
2. Social Tips & Tricks
Visit our VTC Social & Content Tips page to learn more about the types
of imagery, videos and content that work best on our blog and social
channels.
3. VTC Asset Library
VTC maintains an extensive library of images and b-roll from around
the state that we are happy to share with our tourism partners. Please
contact us to see if we have any photos that might meet your needs or
to gain access to our online image library.

Though VTC is unable to fulfill extensive b-roll requests at this time,
you are welcome to share videos from our YouTube page. Please
reach out to Sarah Hauser with any questions.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

TOOLS & APPLICATIONS
Just like you don’t need high-end production equipment to produce compelling content you don’t need state-of-the-art software to develop it either. Below are some affordable or
free photo and video editing tools you can download and use from home.

PHOTO TOOLS

VIDEO TOOLS

•

Adobe Photoshop Express
(mobile app version as well)

•

AdobePremierClip (mobile app)

•

•

FilmoraGo (mobile app)

Darkroom (mobile app)

•

•

Magisto (mobile app)

VSCO (mobile app)

•

•

Filmora

GIMP

•

•

Lightworks

PIXLR
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AUDIO RESOURCES

MUSIC RIGHTS
Music is an important part of any video, but be mindful of sourcing: use only royalty-free
and copyright-free audio and sound effects.

FREE OPTIONS:
Note that these options may only be used within their platforms. For example, using a
Facebook track on YouTube will be flagged as copyright infringement - and vice versa.
Facebook Sound Collection is a great tool for free music that can be used on Facebook.
YouTube Audio Library offers a similar service for music use on YouTube.

OTHER AFFORDABLE MUSIC OPTIONS:
l

Premium Beat 		

l

Free Music Archive

l

Bensound 			

l

SoundCloud

VOICEOVER OPTIONS
Fiverr is a great option for professional voiceover options with a plethora of talent that you
can choose from for your video. Most offer very quick turnaround times as well.
Note: always ensure that you purchase the rights needed to publish on the proper channels,
e.g. social media, websites, television.
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USAGE RIGHTS

When you find an image or video you want to use, you must obtain permission from the
original owner. When in doubt, consult this Can I Use That Picture? infographic.
Note: Any images or videos that VTC shares with you have already been cleared from a
usage permissions standpoint. You will receive a release document detailing how assets
may be used upon download. Please do not share these assets with partners or media
contacts, but encourage partners and media to reach out to VTC for usage permission.

BEST PRACTICES
Does your business have a set of operational guidelines? What are your ethics? Regarding
digital media:

•

Credit photographers whenever possible (even if not explicitly required).

•

Obtain usage rights or permission (in writing) from copyright owners.

•

Ask permission before embedding social posts on your website or blog.

•

Share the spotlight.

VTC RESOURCES
VTC offers extensive Contracting Photography and Usage Rights Guidelines for your
reference, which includes sample documents for the following:

•

VTC Media Request Forms - for media requesting usage rights to VTC image/video

•

Photographer Release Form - permission to use assets

•

Model Release - must obtain for any recognizable face in the asset

•

Photo Purchasing Terms & conditions - for purchasing existing content

QUESTIONS?
Contact Sarah Hauser, VTC Creative Specialist & Photographer
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CREATIVE BEST PRACTIVES
VIDEO TIPS
1. Hook them quickly.
Most users decide within the first three seconds whether they’re going to continue watching
a video, so catch their eye.
Audio storytelling is a powerful tool, but shouldn’t be used to draw them in. Nearly 85% of
Facebook users watch videos with the sound off.
2. Keep the platform in mind.
Facebook, Instagram & Twitter

•

Length: Anywhere from 15 seconds to one minute

•

Orientation: Square or portrait (vertical) format - 4x5 ratio

•

VTC uses 1280x1600 for our optimized content.

•

Format: MP4 or MOV

•

Editing: Quick visual hook Minimal editing throughout videoMinimal graphics or logo
usageAlways use captions; users often watch with no audio.

YouTube

•

Length: The current average video length on YouTube is four and a half minutes. The
YouTube audience tends to be more active than other social audiences, so content
on this channel can feature more in-depth storytelling, testimonials and other longerform content pieces.

•

Orientation: Landscape (horizontal) orientation - 16x9 ratio

•

VTC uses 1080x1920 (HD) or 3840x2160 (4K)

•

Format: MP4 or MOV

•

Editing: Can be more polished than on other platforms Voiceover and audio is more
important (more engaged audience than Facebook) Include a call to action at the end
because you can’t directly link off site. Always use captions and incorporate your CTA
link into it.
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CREATIVE BEST PRACTICES
PHOTO TIPS
When capturing or licensing photography, keep these design elements in mind. There is no absolute formula to creating a successful
photograph, but there are some strategies for gaining success and establishing consistency with your imagery.
Here are some tips that can help strengthen both your images and video. Incorporate and/or look for:

Golden Hour

Rule of Thirds

Quality of light is one of the most important aspects of a photo.
Without light, your photo wouldn’t be possible, so don’t ignore
this! The light quality is at its best during the first and last hour
of the day, AKA golden hour.

Divide your image into three sections both vertically and
horizontally The intersections of these lines are good
locations to place your point of interest. This helps to balance
the image, eyes focus on these points more naturally than
centered images.

Point of View

Leading Lines

Point of view perspective is 100% authentic. It invites the
viewer to become part of the experience rather than viewing
it from the outside.

These are lines that lead the viewer into the photo. Think of a
pathway or trail leading into a scene.
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CREATIVE BEST PRACTICES
PHOTO TIPS (CONT.)

Frame within a Frame

Color

This is exactly what it sounds like. Use elements in your image
to frame your subject matter. Think of taking a picture through
a doorway or window or break in the forest branches.

Some color combinations are more pleasing to the eye than
others that are not. Opposite colors can help an image pop.
Using a combination of primary or tertiary colors can attract
the eye. Monochromatic images (where all shades in an image
are of the same color) are pleasing.

Repetition

Animals are Gold

Repeating elements are pleasing to the eye and attract
attention.

Baby animals are the epitome of cute and heart melting.
Subconsciously, they symbolize new beginnings. If that isn’t
inspirational, what is?
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CONCLUSION

SOCIAL & CONTENT TIPS
Visit our VTC Social & Content Tips page to learn more about the types of
imagery, videos and content that work best on our blog and social channels.

WORK WITH US
Let’s work together to maximize creativity and amplify inspiration as we promote all of the
incredible travel experiences around Virginia!

SHARE YOUR ASSETS WITH US...AND WE’LL SHARE OURS AS WELL!
Please share photos and videos of your product/destination with us. We will work with you
on usage rights. Or, if you see a video or image on our channels that you’d like to use in your
own marketing. We’re always happy to share if we can!
Contact: Sarah Hauser, VTC Creative Specialist & Photographer

HOW ELSE CAN WE HELP?
Please let us know what other resources would be helpful to you at this time?
Contact: Lindsey Norment, VTC Brand Director
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